WORKFLOW

Welcome /
Onboarding

Sign up for marketing
Received an API trigger

Added to marketing comms.

In Welcome suppression
Add user to list

Suppressed from other messages
while in onboarding journey.

Perform action
Update user’s profile

Use data passed in trigger to
update this user’s profile with
their membership type.

Paid plan?
Matches query
Yes

Sends paid member
welcome email.

Checks next day if they’ve
added their resume.

Checks what channel they are
subscribed to prioritizing push,
then SMS, then email and
sends incentivizing promotion.

Splits users on whether
they are on paid plan.

No

Welcome to your membership!
Send email

Non-member welcome
Send email

Perform action
Delay for 1 day

Perform action
Delay for 1 day

Resume added?
Matches query

Resume added?
Matches query

Yes

No

Yes

Add resume
Send email

Push subscribed?
Matches query
Yes

No

No

Add your resume CTA
Send mobile push

SMS subscribed?
Matches query
Yes

10% off resume services
Send SMS

No

10% off resume services + add resume
Send email

Remove from suppression
Remove user from list

WORKFLOW

Abandonment
Start when
User adds an item to cart

Workflow kicks off when a user
adds an item to their cart.

Perform action
Delay for 2 hours

Add the appropriate delay. Give the
user time to walk away from the cart.

Has the user made a purchase?
Matches query

Check to see if the user made a
purchase during the delay. Note:
Purchase events will clear the cart.

Yes

No

Does the user still have items in their cart?
Matches query
Yes

No

Check to see if the user still
has items in their cart.

Shopping Cart Reminder #1
Send email

If there are still items in the user’s
cart, send the first reminder email.

Perform action
Delay for 1 day

Add another delay before
sending the next reminder email.

Has the user made a purchase?
Matches query

Check again to see if the user made
a purchase during the delay. Note:
Purchase events will clear the cart.

Yes

No

Does the user still have items in their cart?
Matches query
Yes

No

Shopping Cart Reminder #2
Send email

Check again to see if the user
still has items in their cart.

If there are still items in the cart,
send the second reminder email.

WORKFLOW

Conversion

Start when
User added to list

New customer added to
adoption Conversion list.

Watch first lesson
Send email

CTA to watch their first
lesson video.

Perform action
Delay for 1 day

Watched video?
Matches query
Yes

For users that watched
a video, the goal is to
get them to watch
another video while
testing which channel
performs best.

No

50%

Great Job! email
Send email

Great Job! push
Send mobile push

Perform action
Delay for 2 days

Great Job! email
Send email

Watched video?
Matches query
Yes

Watched at least 2 videos?
Matches query

Weekly top popular songs
Add user to list

No

You’re on a roll!
Send email

Re-engage
Add user to list

Converted on top songs
Add user to list

50%

Weekly tips beginning an instrument series
Add user to list

Watched video?
Matches query
Yes

Update user profile based on
whether tips or songs got them
to watch their first video.

Test whether content of top
songs or weekly tips is more
performant. These are
recurring campaigns that
send weekly personalized
recommendations and
tips based on instrument
and popularity.

No

Filter users
Split via weights
50%

Yes

Provide a differentiated
experience for users who
haven’t watched a video yet.

Perform action
Delay 3 days until 6:00 PM

Filter users
Split via weights
50%

After a day, check if they’ve
watched at least one video.

Watched video?
Matches query
No

Yes

Converted on weekly tips
Add user to list

No

